Meeting held at Mandurah on Friday, 18 January 2019

WEATHER: Fine       TRACK: Good       KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.30pm
Stewards: Mr. G. O'Dea, Mr. C. Kerr, Mr. N. Goold
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr. S. Gradwell
Lure Driver: Mr. R. Archibald

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 4 WESTDALE PRINCE (18/1), Race 12 MARCIAL (18/1), LINGARD (18/1)
Seasonal: Race 8 ABUNDANT ASSETS (18/1)
Racing Elsewhere: Race 3 COSMIC COLADA (18/1), Race 5 & 8 ZIPPING MILLY (18/1), Race 6 I'M A FABIO (18/1), FLYING URKAL (18/1), Race 10 HELLO I'M BIGGIE (18/1)
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 5 JUNK YARD MUPPET, Race 6 LOVE ME TINDER, Race 7 WEST ON HAZEL, Race 8 JUMP IN LINE, Race 10 WINIFRED MONELLI

STEWARDS ADVICE: The box draw for the Kanyana Cup Final was conducted and the results are as follows:  Box 1 WEST ON HAZEL, Box 2 GO PRO, Box 3 KAYDA KNIGHT, Box 4 NANGAR JILL, Box 5 JUMP IN LINE, Box 6 LOVE ME TINDER, Box 7 JUNK YARD MUPPET, Box 8 GARBRANDT, Reserve 1 DANDALUP CASPER, Reserve 2 SHAWSY

Race 1 - Mixed 5/6/Country/302 - Mixed 5/6 - 6:52 PM
ASHY LARRY & TRIPLE CROWN BLU began quickly. LOTTIE DENO began slowly. GO GETTEM BELLS & FRANC MONELLI collided soon after the start. ASHY LARRY & JAYELL MAGIC collided on the first turn. ASHY LARRY & FRANC MONELLI collided on the home turn. A post race Veterinary examination revealed DANDALUP JESTER has a Left-Hindleg-Gracilis (back) muscle injury and a Right-Foreleg-Carpal (wrist) Sprain and has been stood down for 21 days.

Race 2 - Mixed 2/3/Provincial/405 - Mixed 2/3 - 7:15 PM
SUNSET PRADA began quickly. PROJECTILE began slowly. YUUP & QUARA'S XAVIER collided soon after the start. PROJECTILE checked off the heels of EIGER MONELLI soon after the start. EIGER MONELLI & EIGER MONELLI collided approaching the home turn. EIGER MONELLI shifted out, stumbled and lost ground.

Race 3 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/405 - Mixed 4/5 - 7:38 PM
ABBA MONELLI began quickly. KID KANSAS began very slowly. JARAIG CRUISER & WEST ON OLLIE collided soon after the start. WEST ON OLLIE & SILVER KEEPING collided soon after the start. KID KANSAS checked off the heels of JARAIG CRUISER approaching the home turn. KID KANSAS checked off the heels of ABBA MONELLI on the home turn. KID KANSAS checked off the heels of ABBA MONELLI on the home turn.

Race 4 - Mixed 1/2/Provincial/405 - Mixed 1/2 - 8:04 PM
MAMMA MONELLI & ALFA TONIC began quickly. COSMIC GAS & WINLOCK BANKING collided soon after the start. WINLOCK BANKING lost ground. NAIQAMA galloped on MAMMA MONELLI soon after the start, MAMMA MONELLI lost ground. MAMMA MONELLI & WINLOCK BANKING collided on the first turn. MAMMA MONELLI & WINLOCK BANKING collided on the first turn. WINLOCK BANKING lost ground. COSMIC GAS checked off the heels of IT'S THE HORSE on the home turn. COSMIC GAS & NANDO'S THUNDER collided on the home turn. WINLOCK BANKING checked off the heels of COSMIC GAS on the home turn.
NANZA GUNN & ABIMBOLA began quickly. JETTA JAM & NO ADDED SUGAR collided soon after the start. NO ADDED SUGAR & TRUMP TUX collided on the first turn. GO PRO checked off the heels of JUNK YARD MUPPET on the first turn. JETTA JAM & SAVANNAH ASH collided on the first turn. NANZA GUNN collided on the second turn, NANZA GUNN lost ground. JETTA JAM & SAVANNAH ASH collided on the second turn. SAVANNAH ASH checked off the heels of JETTA JAM in the home straight.

NANGAR JILL began quickly. DANDALUP CASPER & ALEENA LAD collided soon after the start. BOOMERING checked off the heels of PEAK MONELLI on the first turn. BOOMERING & WEST ON POPPY collided on the first turn. BOOMERING, WEST ON POPPY & QUARA'S ZADE collided on the first turn. WEST ON POPPY & ALEENA LAD collided on the second turn, ALEENA LAD lost ground. WEST ON POPPY & QUARA'S ZADE collided approaching the home turn.

KAYDA KNIGHT began quickly. SHAWSY began slowly. PRECISE & REN MONELLI collided soon after the start, REN MONELLI lost ground. SNALLYGASTER & NIPPER HOOK collided on the first turn. SNALLYGASTER galloped on NIPPER HOOK on the first turn, NIPPER HOOK stumbled, lost ground and tailed off. REN MONELLI & DYNA GAVIN collided on the second turn. PRECISE LI & DYNA GAVIN collided on the second turn. PRECISE LI & DYNA GAVIN collided approaching the home turn. WEST ON HAZEL checked off the heels of KAYDA KNIGHT approaching the home turn. DYNA GAVIN raced wide on the home turn.

NIPPER HOOK was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

CORPORATE began quickly. GARBRANDT & KISS ME LINDA collided soon after the start. CORPORATE STORM checked off the heels of HELLO I'M BIGGIE on the first turn. BEE DEE & WEST ON NESSY collided on the first turn. CALIFORNIA DREAM & HELLO I'M BIGGIE collided on the first turn. CALIFORNIA DREAM & HELLO I'M BIGGIE collided on the second turn. WEST ON NESSY checked off the heels of KISS ME LINDA on the second turn. BEE DEE checked off the heels of WEST ON NESSY on the second turn.

SKETCHY MATT began quickly. DUNA FABRICE began slowly. GEHRING BALE & STRATOSPHERE collided soon after the start. JIMBO & NICE GARRY collided on the first turn. NICE GARRY & DYNA FABRICE collided on the second turn. TECHNO & YUNDERUP TANK collided approaching the home turn. SKETCHY MATT, JIMBO & NICE GARRY raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

WINIFRED MONELLI began quickly. I'M A FABIO began slowly. AYSUM BLACK & FLYING URKAL collided soon after the start. TORNADO ALLEY & COSMIC COLADA collided on the first turn. COSMIC COLADA lost ground and inconvenienced I'M A FABIO. TORNADO ALLEY checked off the heels of LEVIATHAM approaching the home turn. AYSUM BLACK raced wide on the home turn.

CANDY SHOP & MARCIAL began quickly. LAST NOT TODAY & BROOKSY MONELLI began slowly. NEW ECHO & SPITTING VENOM collided soon after the start. WINSOME JACKIE & NEW ECHO collided approaching the first turn. NEW ECHO & SPITTING VENOM collided approaching the first turn. SPITTING VENOM & ATLANTIC Li collided approaching the first turn. WINSOME JACKIE & LAST NOT TODAY collided on the first turn. LAST NOT TODAY checked off the heels of SPITTING VENOM on the first turn. SPITTING VENOM & BONTEN DELLY collided on the first turn. RAW LUXURY & BROOKSY MONELLI collided approaching the home turn. SPITTING VENOM & LAST NOT TODAY collided approaching the home turn. WINSOME JACKIE & BONTEN DELLY collided approaching the home turn.

CANDY SHOP & MARCIAL began quickly. LAST NOT TODAY & BROOKSY MONELLI began slowly. NEW ECHO & SPITTING VENOM collided soon after the start. WINSOME JACKIE & NEW ECHO collided approaching the first turn. NEW ECHO & SPITTING VENOM collided approaching the first turn. SPITTING VENOM & ATLANTIC Li collided approaching the first turn. WINSOME JACKIE & LAST NOT TODAY collided on the first turn. LAST NOT TODAY checked off the heels of SPITTING VENOM on the first turn. SPITTING VENOM & BONTEN DELLY collided on the first turn. RAW LUXURY & BROOKSY MONELLI collided approaching the home turn. SPITTING VENOM & LAST NOT TODAY collided approaching the home turn. WINSOME JACKIE & BONTEN DELLY collided approaching the home turn.
CANDY SHOP, TIMELY ASK & WEST ON JASMINE began quickly. NEED MORE COIN began slowly. OUTLAW GENIUS & ZIPPING JULIET collided soon after the start. CANDY SHOP & WEST ON JASMINE collided on the first turn. OIL SPILL checked off the heels of CANDY SHOP on the first turn. NEED MORE COIN raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

THIS IS A PROVISIONAL REPORT AND IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE.